Littoral cell angioma: A case report
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ABSTRACT
We report the case of a 43-year-old male with a littoral cell angioma. Clinical examination of the spleen revealed multiple cystic masses surrounded by normal splenic tissue. Histopathologic and immunohistochemical findings confirmed the diagnosis of a littoral cell angioma. The rarity in the literature of littoral cell angiomas is striking.
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Introduction
Vascular tumors are the most common primary tumors of the spleen. Most of these lesions are derived from vascular endothelium and can be classified as benign hemangiomas [1]. Although splenic hemangiomas appear similar to hemangiomas of other anatomical sites, littoral cell angioma (LCA) is unique to this organ. LCA derives from the littoral cells lining the splenic red pulp sinuses [2-5]. Its morphologic and immunologic features are different from the features of the cavernous and capillary hemangiomas [2]. Most of littoral cell angiomas are discovered incidentally in materials from splenectomies removed for other reasons [1,2].

We describe a case of LCA which was discovered incidentally in splenectomy material removed for diagnostical purposes.

Case Report
A 43-year-old male presented with fatigue, weight loss and weakness. Physical examination revealed only raised blood urea nitrogen of 67mg/dl. An abdominal ultrasound examination revealed mild splenomegaly with multiple hypo-echogenic lesions. This was confirmed by magnetic resonance imaging which showed multiple cystic masses with hyperintensity surrounded by normal splenic tissue. These lesions were interpreted as leukemic infiltrations or lymphoma spread. Lymphoma was ruled out by computed tomography of the neck and the thorax. Subsequently, the patient underwent splenectomy.

The resected specimen was 22 cm and weighed 545 grams. The capsule was intact with minimal nodularity. On sections, splenic tissue was almost completely replaced by nodular spongy dark lesions, ranging in diameter from 0.1 to 4 cm. Histological examination revealed diffuse replacement of splenic red pulp by nodular lesions characterized by anastomosing vascular channels (Figure 1). At the periphery of the lesion, anastomosing vascular channels were continuous with splenic sinuses and had a few papillary
projections (Figure 2). Vascular spaces were lined by endothelial cells with oval-to-round large vesicular nuclei and small nucleoli, some of which had sloughed off into the lumen and these cells had vacuolated cytoplasm with focal erythrophagocytosis (Figure 3). Pleomorphism and mitotic activity were not seen.

Histochemically the lining cells were positively stained with periodic acid Schiff. The lining cells were immunoreactive for factor VIII, CD34, CD21, CD68 and in focal areas for S100 (Figure 4). The same cells were negative for CD31 (Figure 5). The staining pattern for type IV collagen in the lesion stroma did not differ from that of the surrounding splenic tissue. These findings were consistent with LCA.

Discussion

LCA was first described by Falk et al. in 1991 [1, 5, 6]. It is a rare, benign vascular tumor that probably originates from littoral cells of the red pulp, both endothelial and histiocytic differentiation [1]. LCA may occur at any age without any sex-based predilection [7, 8]. Occasional cases in children have also been reported [9, 10].

Clinically, patients present with splenomegaly, abdominal pain and hypersplenism leading to thrombocytopenia and anaemia or, as in the case reported, as an incidental finding [11-13]. The malignant potential of LCA has not yet been firmly established in the literature [11]. Because an association with other malignancies, e.g. colonic and hepatocellular cancer, has been reported, close clinical follow-up of patients with LCA of the spleen is recommended [11, 13]. In our case, following up for 1 year after surgery revealed no specific pathologic finding.

Most of the cases reveal multiple lesions. Solitary forms are rare [9, 12].

Microscopically, the lesions are composed of variably anastomosing vascular channels which are lined with flat or tall endothelial cells, and had irregular lumina, often featuring papillary projections and cyst-like spaces [1, 10]. They usually slough off into the vascular lumina and exhibit hemophagocytosis [1, 13]. Typically, few mitotic figures and no cytologic nuclear atypia are seen [13]. In our case, cyst-like areas, lined by tall endothelial cells, were located in the red pulp, but papillary projections were rare. Histochemically, we observed PAS positive endothelial cells, as mentioned in the literature [14].

The typical immunohistochemical pattern of LCA is as follows: CD31, CD68, CD163, CD21, FVIII antigen positive; CD34, CD8 negative (6, 11, 13). Focal S100 positivity has been reported [1]. Our case had these immunohistochemical findings including the focal S100 positivity.
The differential diagnosis of LCA includes other vascular tumors of the spleen, namely splenic hemangioma, cystic lymphangioma, angiosarcoma and vascular hamartoma as well as peliosis [5]. Morphologic and immunophenotypic features allow one to distinguish LCA from other vascular tumors [3, 5].

In summary, this case shows histopathologic and immunohistochemical features of an LCA. Even though LCAs of the spleen are rare, they should be taken into consideration in the differential diagnosis of splenic vascular tumors.
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